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Measurement of local flow pattern in boiling R12 simulating

PWR conditions with multiple optical probes
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ABSTRACT
For a comprehensive approach of boiling crisis phenomenon in order to get more reliable

predictions of critical heat flux in PWR core, a flow pattern study is under progress at CEA
GRENOBLE (in a joint program with ElectricM de France : EdF). The first aim is to get
experimental results on flow structure in the range of thermal hydraulic parameters involved in the
core of a PWR (pressure up to 16 Wa, heat flux about I MW/M2' mass velocity up to 5000
kg/S/M2). As critical heat flux is a local phenomenon and is the result of the flow development, the
data has to be measured from the beginning of boiling until boiling crisis, and from the bulk flow
until the boundary layer close to the heating walls. Therefore, these results will be useful in modeling
not only boiling crisis phenomenon but also condensation in subcooled boiling, coalescence, splitting
up, mass and energy transfers at interfaces, and so on. In a first step, the test section is a vertical
tube 19.2 mm internal diameter with an axial uniform heat flux over a 35 m length. The study is
performed on the DEBORA loop with Freon 12 as coolant fluid. We assume that basic boiling
phenomena (and the knowledge we get about them) only depend on the fluid properties by mean of
dimensionless parameters but not on the fluid itself

In a first part, we briefly recall that interfacial detection is the most important parameter of a
flow pattern study. Therefore, the use of probes able to measure the Phase Indicator Function
(P.I.F.) is necessary A first study of flow conditions shows that the flow pattern is essentially a
bubbly one with vapor particles of low diameter (about 300 gm) and high velocity (up'to 7 m/s).
These criteria induce that a multiple optical probe is the most appropriate tool provided we improve
the technology. We detail the way to obtain probes able to detect small particles at high velocity.
Each fiber is stretched to get a tip of 10 gm with the cladding kept on 0 m length wch defines
the sensitive part of the probe. An electronic device with a cut off frequency greater than I Hz
transforms the optical signal to a high level electrical signal (0-10 Volts) with very low background
noise. We show that a two-fibers probe is able to perform velocity measurements because the flow
we study has a vertical direction. Moreover, as particles are very small, the radial distance between
the two fibers is reduced to 125 gm (minimum value imposed by fibber external diameter) and
vertical distance is reduced to 400 gm to minimize interactions between probes and particles. We
also give details about the way to calibrate these probes measurement of rise and fall time in an air-
water flow, macro-photography for determining the exact geometry of each fiber and the relative
position of their sensitive part.

The next part deals with acquisition and data treatment we developed. As the fequency of the
signal is very high (fall time less than I ps, frequency of intercepted bubbles by the probe up to 12
kHz) and as the acquisition of statistical properties of the flow needs several minutes, a specific real
time data acquisition system has been designed. In a first step, we define what are the relevant
parameters to keep in the two signals delivered by the probe. We first show how to obtain a gas
velocity. The radial distance between the two fibres is not negligible compared to mean diameter of
particles, so we have to take into account a false velocity )) induced by the local curvature of the
particles interface. Then, we discuss the way to get granulometric properties (diameter distribution,
number of particles) and void fraction by means of the P.I.F of the first fiber. Great care is needed
because the properties of the set of particles which hits the probe are not the same than those of the
whole set of particles in the flow. Stereological methods can avoid mistakes and an extension of the
stereological rules to the ase of non uniform spatial distribution of the center of particles is
presented. Moreover, some numerical simulations gives the uncertainty induced by this treatment
method. We quantify the uncertainty on gas velocity and on granulornetric properties when, at the

measurement point, there is a velocity gadient a gradient of particles number and a gradient or
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particles diameter. Then, we detail the data acquisition system which measures the frequency of
particles intercepted by the probe, the histogram of time of flight between the two fibers and the
histogram of vapor time of the first P.I.F. Moreover, a numerical scope acquires the raw signal to
check that the probe works properly.

Finally, we present some of the results we obtained. A 'Wide range of thermal hydraulic
parameters has been covered (more than 10000 measurements have been performed). We first show
that we can get a criteria to check that our particles have a spherical shape. We also find that rise
and fa time of the electrical signal are strongly correlated with the gas velocity and we expect it
wfll be possible to perform velocity measurements with a single fiber probe (after a specific
calibration which is under definition).

The concluding remarks deals with the future developments. A first work concern probes able
to measure in the real conditions of a PWR 16 NVa and 340 'C). Another development concerns
the size of the sensitive part for probes with classical optical fibres. We intend to get anometric tips
to minimize flow disturbance, increase accuracy for small particles masurements and get multiple
probes (four fibres) with low dimensions for local measurements of interfacial area density. We also
intend to extend the capability of our data acquisition system in order to keep more information on
the P.I.F.
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1) INTRODUCTION
For a comprehensive approach of boiling crisis phenomenon in order to get more reliable

predictions of critical heat flux in PATR core, a flow pattern study is under progress at CEA
GRENOBLE (in a joint program with EdF). As boiling crisis is the result of the whole flow pattern
development, the data has to be measured from the beginning of boiling until boiling crisis and as
boiling crisis is a local phenomenon, measurements are performed from the bulk flow until the
boundary layer close to the beating wafls. In a first step, the test section is a vertical circular tube
(I 9.2 mm in diameter) with 35 m of heating length.

In a first part, we show that the flow pattern is essentially a bubbly one with vapor particles of
low diameter (about 300 pm) and high velocity (up to 7 m/s). So, we design optical probes,
improving both the classical technology and the data acquisition system to get reliable data on the
Phase Indicator Function (P.I.F.). We detail the way to obtain such probes.

The next parts deals with acquisition and data treatment we developed. The way to obtain
vapor particles velocity from the �dstogram of time of flight between two fibers is described. Then,
we detail how to calculate granulornetric properties (diameter distribution, number of particles) with
the P.I.F of the first fiber. Great care is needed because the properties of the set of particles which
hits the probe are not the same than those of the whole set of particles in the flow. Stereological
methods can avoid mistakes and an extension of these stereological rules to the case of non uniform
spatial distribution of the center of particles is presented. Moreover, some numerical simulations
gives the uncertainty induced by the treatment method. Finally, we detail the data acquisition system
which masures the frequency of particles intercepted by the probe, the Wstograrn of time of flight
between the two fibbers and the histogram of vapor time of the first P.I.F.. Moreover, a numerical
scope is able to acquire the raw signal at high frequency.

The last part presents some of the results we obtained. We find for instance that rise and fall
time of the raw signal of one probe are strongly correlated with the gas velocity so that we expect it
will be possible to perform velocity measurements with a single fiber probe. - -

The oncluding remarks deals with the future velopments : the design of probes able to
measure in the real conditions of a PWR (I 6 MPa and 3 40 'C), the reduction of the size of sensitive
part for probes with classical optical fibres anometric tips) and the extension of data acquisition
system capabilities.

2) AIMS OF THE STUDY

2-1) Flow Pattern stud

To define a flow pattern, we need
• the PIF which is obviously the most important
• the gas velocity field which is also a useful parameter but in fact we are not interested in the

velocity field inside a vapor particle (we implicitly assume that liquid is the continuous phase), The
velocity of the center of the particle and the way it deforms are the relevant parameters..

• the velocity field in the liquid between particles
• the temperature in the liquid during subcooled boiling (we assume that this temperature is

the saturated one in saturated boiling and that the vapor is always at the saturated temperature)
- the pressure fields in the two phases which are less significant parameters.
We first need information about the P.I.F and particles velocity for every location in the test

section. It is why the first part of our study is devoted to probes able to detect phase transitions in
the fluid at the measurement point.

2-2) Test section and test loop descriptions

The test secfion is a vertical tube 19.2 mm internal diameter). Direct current heating imposes
an axially uniform heat flux on 35 m length (the tube thickness is constant within 1).
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The fluid is Freon 12 (low pressure and temperature) and similarity criteria for Critical Heat
Flux (CHF) are given by STEVENS (I 964).

Profiles of P.I.F. are performed at the end of the heating length. We assume that profiles
before the end of heating length are equivalent to profiles at the end of heating length but at a lower
exit quality (pressure loss in the test section remains negligible ompared to the outlet pressure).
Tests are performed with constant outlet pressure, inlet temperature, mass flow rate and heat flux.
For this test section, the range of parameters is

• pressure 14 to 3 Wa
• mass velocity 1000 to 5000 kg/s/m2
• heat flux: to CF with a maximum of 700 kW/ml
• mean exit quality 04 to 04 (quality is based on enthalpy therefore negative means

subcooled)

3) DESIGN OF THE PROBES

3-1) Flow conditions

To design our probes, we need to estimate the flow patterns we will get in the range of
parameters we cover. So, we calculate the mean flow conditions (enthalpy, void fraction, liquid and
gas velocities, ...) at the outlet of the test section with the correlation of computer code FLICA 3
(PLAS 1975) for the whole range of parameters. We first find that ga's velocity can reach 7 ms.
Then, by means of the modeling of flow pattem transitions (TATTEL 1980), of break-up criteria
(KOLMOGOROV 1949) and oalescence ones (BERNE 1983), we deduce that the flow patter is
essentially a bubbly one and that the minimum diameter to be detected by the probes is about 20 gm.
So, the probes must have a sensitive part less than 20 gm and a time response less than I s.
Moreover, we also want to use multi-fibers probes. The time of flight between probes must be low
enough to get a significant ratio between signal and noise due to bubbles which interferes with oy
one probe. Only local optical fiber probes can satisfy to all these conditions but unfortunately, it was
not possible to buy such probes on scientific instrumentation market. So. we constructed them
ourselves the electronic device being developed by cooperating with local industry).

3-2) Probe technolog

The probe is based on a optical fiber with 50 gm of core dameter and 125 gm of external
diameter (including cladding). In a first step, this fiber is stretched in a ceramic furnace heated by an
oxyacetylene torch. The tension imposed on the fiber by a weight controls the stretching. Then a
direct heating of the tip by the torch ensures that the cladding remains along the fiber until the tip.
After these steps, the quality of the fiber tip is controlled with a profile projection of the probe
(optical amplification 100). So, we can measure the probe profile with an accuracy of 5 im. To keep
this information, a numerical photograph of the projected profile is obtained with a NIKON E2
device (see figure 1). We can associate two stretched fibers in one probe for measurements of gas
velocity. In that case, the distance between the tips of the probes is reduced to 125 gm in the
direction perpendicular to the flow (it is the minimum distance imposed by fiber's diameter) a�
about 400 im in the flow direction.

The electronic amplifier is based on a < Y coupler)) which divides the fiber into two fibers,
one for the emitting light (laser diode) and the other for the reflected light. Then, an amplifier with a
high bandwidth transforms the low level signal delivered by the receiving diode into a high level
signal (amplitude about 10 Volts). Finally, the time response of this device is less than lps and has
been tested by simulating the probe ith a flashing laser diode at an imposed frequency.

At this stage, we get a complete system (probes and amplification) and we test it in an air-
water flow to verify the amplitude, the rise and fall time of the raw signals. This step is necessary
because the manufacturing process is not automated even if the probe tips appear satisfactory, the
signal ran be degenerated by a loss of cladding which is not visible.
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4)-DATA TREATMENT AND ACQUISITION

2-1) Two fibers probe data treatment
By means of two fibers probe, we intend to measure the gas velocity. Of course, such probe

doesn't deliver directly ts data. Even with a four fibers probe, KATAOKA 1986) shows that we
measure the interfacial area concentration but not the gas velocity. Moreover, local curvature of the
interface can't be neglected as the distance between fibers has the same order of magnitude as the
bubble diameter. Nevertheless, we can show that, with some assumptions on flow characteristics, we
can get a relationship between the mean time of flight and the mean particle velocity.

4-1-1) Notations and assumptions

We denote Oxy the horizontal plane and Oz the vertical axis with the origin located in the
horizontal plane of the first probe at the middle of the two fibers axis. V, is the vertical component
of the particles velocity (we assume there is no other component). So, the probe has the ollowing
coordinates probe I SI (45,0,0) and probe 2 S2 (-,5,0,&z) where is the half of the horizontal
distance between the two fibers axis and Az the vertical distance between the two sensitive parts of
the fibers.

We assume that particles have a spherical shape with the following equation
(x - z)' + (z - z. VI)' y - D' 4 = (4-1)
where x,y,,z, are the coordinates of the center of the particle at time t=O and D is its

diameter.

4-1-2) Mean time of flight

we easily deduce the time of flight Ali between the two probes

16.1 =I (Az _ .D 2 - (Z Z, 2 _ _ �')2 _ Z .5)2 (4-2)
VI 4 4

Of course, this time of flight depends on the relative position of the probe and the bubble. As
this position can't be deduced from the raw signals, it is not possible to extract the velocity of each
particle intercepted by the two probes. Nevertheless, if we assume that the flow pattern is (( locally
constant )> (i.e. the granulometric properties of the particles, the number of particles per unit of time
and the velocity are spatially constant around the measurement point on a distance higher than the
maximum bubble diameter), we can associate the particles by pairs: each particle is associated wth
another one of same diameter but ith its center located symmetrically about the origin. For the first
particle, the time of flight is expressed by equation 4-2) and for the second one we get a similar
expression but with a reversed curvature effect. So, the sum of the two times of flight is only related
to the velocity V, and the distance Az and we get a simple relationship between the mean time of
flight Al. (the mean being calculated on a large number of particles) and the mean velocity of the
particles .:

V. = AZ (4-3)
Al.

Hence, we only need a device which measures the mean time of flight between the two probes
to deduce the mean velocity of the particles. Nevertheless, this result is available only if the velocity
of the' particles doesn't depend on their diameter.

4-1-3) Histogram of time of flight

.It is very difficult to get a data acquisition system able to calculate, in real time mode, the
mean time of flight between the two probes and which takes into account the non significant time of
flight due to bubbles interacting with only one probe. But, if we assume that the time of flight
between probes is much lower than the time between two bubbles, we can extract the data from an
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I�stogram H(At) of the time of flight Al between the signal rise of the two P.I.F. Then, we get a

curve with two separated peaks, one corresponding to the time of flight between P.I.F. and the
second one corresponding essentially to non significant time of flight (it is related to a time between
bubbles and a vapor time of each bubble intercepted by only one fiber).

Once we get this histogram, we can extract more information than the mean veloc 'ityV..
Because the diameter D is a parameter in equation 42), the histogram depends on the local
granulometry of the flow. As we will show later, we are able to find this granulometry from the
signal of the first fiber. Hence, by calculating the theoretical histogram, we are able to check the
consistency of our data and/or of our assumptions.

4-1-4) Theoretical histogram of time of flight

This histogram is defined as a probability density fnction i.e.

H, (Atj = Pob (�U, At At� + &j) (4-4)

where Prob(X) is the probability of the event X. This histogram is related to the granulometry

by:

H (l) H. (At) N D) dD (4-5)

-.krith

N (DO) = Prob (Do < D:r. Do + d D) (4-6)

N(Da) is the granulometry of the flow expressed as a probability density function and

HD,(Al) is the histogram when a the bubbles have the same diameter D. The way to calculate ts

histogram is not detailed but it can be expressed as

H. (x) =(H, +H, H,). K (4-7)

with

Dx X 2 2 2
H, = - H2=--4(1-y (D Z) 1. )? 2D

25 FI .,zD' 48 z(D _ )

H3 1 2 _ Z _ X2 (D2 + - - Arcsin y - y
4v Z)j [

22 2 j 48Arcsin - _ ±__ -K=4/ 7/2 2 Z = X2 42 Y 3F x AtN.
D D D 2 25 Z

4-2) First P.I.F. data treatment

By means of one P.I.F., we intend to measure the void fraction and the granulometric
properties of the flow.

4-2-1) Granulometric properties of the flow.

When talking about granulometry of a set of particles, everybody thinks about a number of
particles per unit of volume and a probability density function for the diameters of these particles.
Nevertheless, many probability density functions can be defined whether we are interested in
number, surface or volume distribution of the particles (GUNDERSEN 1986). As for an optical
probe, it can be considered as a line sampling probe in the flow and thus gives a probability function
of the surface distribution of the particles. This result is a simple application of stereological laws
(WEIBEL 1980). This surface distribution can be defined as the granulometry of the flow
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(GALAUP 1975) but it seems more useful to define the granulometry as a number distribution.
Thus, we define the granulometfic properties of the flow as Ng(rDo) which is the number

distribution of particles diameter per unit area and per unit of time i.e. Nz(rDo)rdrdOdD is the

number of particles per unit of time whose center crosses the surface element rdrdO and wch has
a diameter D between Do and Do dD (we give here a formulation in polar coordinates
(r, 0) because we immediately assume that the flow has a symmetry around the vertical axis of the

tube but a general formulation in every coordinates system can easily defined).
To get this function from a P.I.F measurement, we have to take care that the properties of the

set of particles wMch hits the probe are not the same than tose of the whole set of particles in the
flow (CLARK 1988). It is only because the way a particle intercepts the probe is related 'to the
surface of the particle and not to its radius. The results on particles Stereology which assumes no
space variation of granulometry and a spherical shape for particles, give the relationship between
the histogram of intercepted lengths and the granulometry expressed as probability density functions
(GUNDERSEN 1983, UGA 1972):

G.Y) I [h(l) d(h(l))] (4-8)

I dl

where h7) is the histogram of intercepted lengths and G-(I) is the probability density function in

number of the particles i.e. 
G.(Io)dl = prob(I < lo I dl) (4-9)

In fact, G1) is a normalization of Ns(r, Do) when this last function doesn't vary in space.

The equation 4-8) is valid only if the flow structure doesn't vary in space. G. is deduced
from an histogram of intercepted lengths which is not directly delivered by the P.I.F. Ordy the
histogram of intercepted time can be measured. Then assuming a velocity around the probe, we can
transform this histogram in an intercepted lengths histogram. Moreover, we develop a new
relationship, more general than classical stereological laws, which is able to take into account the
space variation of the velocity of particles and of their granulometric properties. It takes into
account a number distribution Nx(r, Do) and not only a probability density function. It is very useful

to keep information on the particles number for their future use about coalescence and break-up
phenomena.

The det"s of the calculation are given in CUBIZOLLES 1996 and the general relationship is

- j V.-(r)1V,(V4X2 + -'V-'(r),r) 2 =X2 62
h*.., r. = 2- - -xdxda r + r - m cos(a) 4-1 0)

&=Or=O V4x' + t,.'V.'(r)

where ht(&., r) is the histogram f intercepted time (vapor time) at location r = r. and is normalized

so that j hQ, r.'d = v(r.) with v(r,) the frequency of intercepted bubbles (number of bubbles
1=0

intercepted by the fiber per unit of time). This normalization keeps the information about the number
of bubbles.

We deduce that the data acquisition system has to keep the frequency v of intercepted
bubbles and the histogram of vapor time at each measurement point (and not the whole raw signal).

In a first step, we assume that velocity and granulometry don't vary with space as it has been
done for two fibers probe treatment and equation (4- 1 0) can be simplified as

D
h,

(V
d D

Als(D = _ -
;rV,. dx
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Th�is last equation can be easily related to equation 4-8)
From ts granulornetric function, we derive two properties of the flow:

Q the number of centers of bubbles per unit of time and per unit of area

Q.= N, (x),:& (4-12)
�O

• Ds the diameter which keeps the interfacial area when replacing every bubble by a bubble

of diameter Ds

X"N.(x)dc
Ds 0 (4-18)

i Nzx)dc
�O

We can easily prove that

2(
4 v =

Q, (4-19)

It is very important to notice that the derivative of the histogram for null vapor time is needed.
Of course, no probe can get tis value and, even with a micro probe and large bubbles, we always
need to measure very short vapor time which have to be taken in account in the value of &. In fact,

we need to get a probe much smaller than bubble diameter to ensure that we can calculate a
derivative at low vapor time without introducing bias.

As we need derivatives of the histogram, we first smooth the data with a mathematical tool
based on LEVENBERG - MARQUARDT method (PRESS 1992) with the following modeling
function

= X7JX2 + .2 x+ai)e- x(a.'x a,) (4-20)

Where a, a2, a3, a4 are adjustable parameters to fit the histogram. We use this kind of curve

because it has some interesting properties around the value x (we ran easily alculate the
granulometry N. without mathematical problems).

4-2-2) Void fraction

Voidfractioniseasilydeducedfromthevaportimehistogramby:

a= i xht(x)&c (4-21)
�O

4-3 Estimation of uncertainties

As mentioned before, we assume that the granulornetry Ns(Dora) and the velocity .. are

constant in region around the measurement point on a distance of the maximum diameter of the
bubbles.

Of course, these assumptions are not always valid and we need to quantify the uncertainty
induced by parameters variations. So, a numerical simulation has been performed. In this simulation,
the fibers are in the same horizontal plane with an origin of the plane located at the middle of the
two fibers axis. We randomly generate bubbles with imposed Q, and V., and a DIRAC

function5(Do)(SCHWARTZ 1961) for the probability density in diameter. The parameters Q,,

Doand Vvaries linearly with the distance to the origin and we denote A&, ADoand AK-the

relative variation of0c,, Doand V,-over a diameterDo. Simulations are performed -,krith relative

variation of -10% to 10% by steps of 10% on each parameter 1,ADoand AV-. For every
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simulation, we generate a large number of bubbles to get statistically converged data (the number of
particles intercepted by te two fibers is always higher than 300000 and of course, the number of
bubbles intercepted by only one is higher).

To control the simulation convergence, we compare, at zero value of A Q,, ADo and AV.,
the histograrn of intercepted time on one fibber to the theoretical one wch has the shape of a
triangle (GUNDERSEN 1983) and the histogram of time of flight between fibers to the theoretical
one (see figure 2 These comparisons are fairly good and show that the calculations are statistically
converged. The results when varying A O., ADo and A ,,. are given in table I for the uncertainty on
Ds and in table 2 for the uncertainty on V..

Error &V_=_10% Av- = &V- = 10%
on D, &Do�10% ADo=O ADo=10% ADO=-10% AD6=0 ADO=10% ADO=-10% I 6__0 ADO=10%
A4-10% -3.2% -3.1% -3% -1. 60/c -1.5% -1.3% -0.4% -0.2% 0.13%
AQ.=0 -2.1% -1.9% -1.8% - 0.24% 1.33% 1.75% 2.03
&Q.- IO% 1. 020/6 -0.91% -07% 1.4% 1.6% 2 004

Table I Uncertainty on D induced by treatment assumptions

Error AV. = -1 0% Av- = 0 AV.= 10%
on V. &Dd-10% &DeO AD6=101/o D10% AD6=0 ADO-10% AD6=40% ADO-0 I Dd=101/0

64-10% -3.4% -3.2% -3% -1.7% -1.4% -1.2% 0.01% 0.23% 0.5%
AQ-�O -2.1% -1. 9% - 1. 70/a -0.3% 0 0.24% 1.45% 1.77% 2.05%

16%=Vr/e, -0.770/a -0.5% -0.24% , 1.18% 1.5% 1.71% 3% 3.3% 3.60/

Table 2 Uncertainty on induced by treatment assumptions

Of course, the uncertainty on Ds includes the uncertainty on V.. because we first transform the
time-histogram in length-histogram before the calculation. Thus, as results of the two tables are
fairly close, we show that the uncertainty essentially comes from the assumption on the gas velocity.
Moreover, the maximum of the uncertainty is 37% for conditions which are very severe a variation
of I % of each parameter A Q , A.Do and A . on a distance of one diameter around the probes.
These conditions are relatively far from our flow conditions where we get small particles and so, low
variations of the parameters on a distance of one diameter.

4-4 Data acquisition system

Particles have low diameter (50 gm) and high velocity (IO m/s) so that time accuracy of data
acquisition system has to be very high. To get an uncertainty of % on velocity, we need a time
resolution 6f 50 ns. It is obvious that such a system can't acquire the whole signal and then treat it
it should have to keep in memory the raw signal at a 20 MHz frequency during several minutes what
represents a tremendous amount of data 72 Gbytes) for oly one point of measurement (we intend
to perform about 10000 measurement points). So, we need a data acquisition system able to treat
the raw signal in a real time mode. This data acquisition system has to get 

* the Nstograim of time of flight between the rise of the signal for the two fibbers
e the histogram of vapor time
9 the frequency of intercepted bubbles on the first fiber
*the rise and fall time histograms on the first fiber

We first need to define what are the threshold values for all these kinds of measurements.
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* For frequency of intercepted bubbles, the threshold value does not have a great
influence and is arbitrarily fixed at 50% of the signal amplitude.

* For vapor time histogram, the threshold for the negative slope detection T. is fixed
just above the liquid signal level 10 of the amplitude) and the threshold for the positive
slope detection Td is 0.05 Volts higher than .. Hence, the influence of noise is avoided:

* For rise and fall times, the two thresholds are fixed at 30% and 60 of the signal
amplitude.

9 For the histogram of time of flight, the threshold on each signal is fixed at 10% of its
amplitude. One has to take great care for these thresholds as the rise time, ven if it is only a
few rr6crosecondsshould not be negligible compared to the time of flight (about 100 s).

Of course, we also need to keep some raw signal to verify that our probe works properly.
So, our data acquisition system is the following 

a HEWLETT PACKARD H533 IO time interval analyzer which is able to build, in
real time mode, all the histograms we need with a time resolution of 20 ns.

4' a numerical scope NICOLET 500 with specific cards 2 channels at 10 MZ
digitizing frequency on 12 bitswrith I million point memory per channel and channels at I
MHz digitizing frequency on 12 bits with I million points of segmentable memory).This
scope acquires the raw signals and the frequency of intercepted bubbles.

We have also to define statistical criteria on data convergence. Measurements are performed in
parallel on each device and it is obvious that the vapor histograms are the most difficult to get
statistically converged. We imposed that, for two following vapor histograms (the step between
histograms is 1000 bubbles), the maximum of their difference doesn't exceed 1% of the maximum
value of the last one. Generally, this criteria is satisfied after about 150000 intercepted bubbles. It is
not time consuming at high void fraction >1011/) because the probe intercepts some thousands
bubbles per second. At low void raction, the data acquisition duration is limited at five minutes.

5 RESULTS
We get a lot of results because we performed more than 10000 measurements with a single

fiber probe and about 1000 with a two fibers probe. In this chapter, we only detail some particular
results which are important for the instrumentalist point of view.

5-1 Time of Mqht histogram

5-1-1 Theoretical and experimental results comparison at high pressure

The first result concern the time of flight histogram at high pressure (P=2.619 MPa), with
mass velocity G=2987 kg/s/ml, heat flux =109.42 kW/M2, exit quality X 6.58% and probe
location R=1.2 mm from the center of the tube (see figure 3 When comparing the experimental
results to the theoretical histogram calculated with the granulometry (P.LF of the first probe), we
easily conclude that particles have a spherical shape (and so, that flow pattern is bubbly). It is very
interesting to be able to perform such comparison because it checks the consistency of the whole
data treatment system.

5-1-2 Theoretical and experimental results comparison at low pressure

The same comparison between theory and experiments is performed at low pressure 1.462
MPa) with mass velocity G=2015 kg/s/m2, heat flux =76.262 kW/M2 exit quality Y., � 1 54 and
probe location R2.358 mm (see figure 4 We immediately notice that the theoretical histogram
gives larger time of flight than the experimental one. It means that bubbles have a more flattened
shape than spherical one. So, with low pressure (and so large particles), the shape of the bubble
becomes like an ellipsoid with the larger axis in an horizontal plane.
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5-1-2 Influence of bubbles intercepted by only one probe

Some experimental times of flight are much larger than the maximum theoretical one. It
comes from bubbles that intercepts only one probe (noisy interception). If the frequency of
intercepted bubbles by the probes is relatively low (below 10 kHz), the noisy interceptions remain
negligible. When increasing this frequency (by increasing quality and void fraction), these noisy
interceptions become more and more important and lead to a great amount of useless data in the
histogram. Figure shows this effect for the same conditions than the histogram shown in figure 4
but with the probe location at R6.701 mm. Thus, the frequency of intercepted bubbles is about 12
kHz and is so large that during the flight of one bubble from the first fiber to the second one, another
bubble can interfere with the other fiber. It is always possible to deduce the gas velocity but we now
measure the most probable time of flight and not the mean one. It is not very important ecause the
flow pattern is always bubbly %ith a narrow range in diameter. Nevertheless, we can reach so high
frequency of intercepted bubbles that we can no longer detect two peaks in the histogram.

5-2 Vapor time histo-gra

With the first probe, we can measure the listograrn of vapor time (see figure 6 and calculate
the granulometry of the particles.

In every profiles we measured, we always find such a ind of histogram: the position of the
maximum and the maximum vapor time varies but the shape of the curve is nearly the same (it
explains the choice of the smoothing function). We see that the range of diameter variation is
narrow. Nevertheless, it is not possible to determine the bubbles shape from the vapor time
histogram.

5-3 Rise and fall time

As already studied by CARTELLIER 1996), we noticed during the first tsts (GARNIER
1995), that the rise time of the liquid/gas transition in the raw signal is related to the bubble velocity.
So, during about 170 measurement points 20 profiles) with large variations on mass velocity and
void fraction, we measured the mean rise and fall time in the raw signal (see figure 7 These means
are calculated from the histogram of rise and fall times.

These results first show that the rise and fall times in the Taw snal are very low about 2 s
for raising and I s for falling). It ensures that our measurements are accurate. Moreover, we notice
that we get a good correlation between rise time and time of flight between the two fibers the rise
time depends linearly on the velocity of the particle. By considering this linear regression as a in-
situ calibration of the probe, we can check the consistency of our gas velocity measurement. We
now intend to design a specific calibration device in order to be able to measure gas velocity ith a
single fiber probe (essentially in the region of high intercepted bubbles frequency where the two
fibers probe no longer work).

Moreover, we see that the fall time is also correlated with the time of flight. Even if our probes
are intrusive, they don't affect the velocity of the particles during their whole piercing.

CONCLUSION
This work shows that, by improving both the design of the optical probes and the data

acquisition system, it is possible to get accurate measurements on flow pattern in boiling Freon 12
simulating PWR conditions.

. We first prove that it is possible to measure the gas velocity by means of to fibers probe.
Then, with the Phase Indicator Function of the first fiber, we calculate the granulometric proper-ties
of the flow (the number of centers of bubbles per unit of time and per unit of area, the probability
density function in number of the diameter, a characteristic diameter which keeps ]Information about
interfacial area). Moreover we can verify that the flow is a bubbly one and check that the particles
have a spherical shape.
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We also find that the rise time in the raw signal of the first probe, which is very low (a few
microsecond), is strongly orrelated to the gas velocity with a linear dependency. A specific
calibration device is under design.

We intend to extend our measurement technique by decreasing the size of the sensitive part of
the probe. It is possible to get anometric probes which are already designed for microscopy
(COURJON 1995). Vrth such probes, we will be able to perform our measurements with four
fibbers probe in three dimensional flows and small vapor particles. We only need to develop the
associated electronic amplifier and to increase the number of channels of the data acquisition system.
Moreover, we also study a data acquisition system which is able to acquire the P.I.F. 200000
intercepted bubbles) in order to get the time of each transitions in the P.I.F. with an accuracy of 
ns.

We are also developing (in ollaboration ith local industry) a probe able to work in PWR
conditions 16 NIPa, 340 'Q. Classical optical fibers are rapidly dissolved (a few minutes) in
dernineralized water at this temperature level. A technology based on sapphire pipes coupled with
high temperature optical fiber is under test and seems very promising (DELHAYF- 1983). The main
problem is to maintain the optical coupling between sapphire and fibers with relative dilatation from
room temperature to 340 'C. We have also to take into account the difference of refractive index
between liquid and vapor (and so the signal contrast) decreases when pressure increases.
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Figure I Image of a two fibbers probe (resolution I pcel 2ILm)
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Histograms for P--2.619 MPa, G 3000kg/sW. =109.42 Mm?, Xs=0.0658. R=1.2 mm
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Figure 3 theoretical and experimental time of flight histograms at high pressure
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Figure 4 Theoretical and experimental time of flight histograms at low pressure
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Figure 5 Experimental time of flight histogram at high frequency of intercepted bubbles
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Figure 6 vapor time histogram and granulometry at high pressure
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